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Polarized small-angle neutron scattering studies of single-crystalline multiferroic BiFeO₃ reveal a long-wavelength spin density wave generated by ~1° spin canting of the spins out of the rotation plane of the antiferromagnetic cycloidal order. This signifies weak ferromagnetism within mesoscopic regions of dimension 0.03 microns along [110], to several microns along [111], confirming a long-standing theoretical prediction. The average local magnetization is 0.06 μB/Fe. Our results provide an indication of the intrinsic macroscopic magnetization to be expected in ferroelectric BiFeO₃ thin films under strain, where the magnetic cycloid is suppressed.
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Magnetoelectric (ME) multiferroics have captured the attention of researchers on account of their prospective applications, such as multistate memory and spintronics, as well as the unusual effects (hybrid excitations, linear ME effect) exhibited by these materials [1]. For many purposes, an “ideal” compound would combine coupled ferroelectric (FE) and ferromagnetic (FM) orders in a single phase, at room temperature. Despite significant effort, unambiguous observation of such a system has yet to be reported. Among the known multiferroics, BiFeO₃ (BFO) shows the most promise for fulfilling the above requirements [2]. At room temperature, it is a rhombohedral R3c perovskite with a large electric polarization \( P = 90 \ \mu C/cm^2 \) pointing along the elongated [111] direction of its pseudocubic unit cell \( (a = 3.96 \ \AA, \alpha = 89.4°) \). In bulk BFO, the Fe³⁺ spins order in a G-type antiferromagnetic structure with a superimposed long-wavelength \((\sim 620 \ \AA)\) cycloidal modulation [3,4]. The modulation can propagate along any of the three symmetry-equivalent wave vectors \( \mathbf{\tau}_1 = \delta[1, -1, 0], \mathbf{\tau}_2 = \delta[1, 0, -1], \) and \( \mathbf{\tau}_3 = \delta[0, -1, 1], \) where \( \delta = 0.0045 \) reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.), forming three distinct magnetic domains within a single FE domain [3,5,6]. The spins rotate in the plane defined by the normal vectors [111] and \( \mathbf{\tau} \), see Fig. 1(a). The orientation of this plane can be controlled with an applied electric field by switching the direction of \( \mathbf{H} \), accentuating the potential of BFO for applications involving ME effects [5,7].

The cycloidal modulation can be suppressed into a homogeneous G-type state by anisotropic strain, as observed in certain BFO thin films [2], or by large magnetic fields in bulk samples [8,9].

The symmetry of bulk BFO permits a magnetoelectric interaction with a similar form to the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya case that leads to the spin canting producing a weak FM moment \( \mathbf{m} \sim \mathbf{H} \times \mathbf{L} \), where \( \mathbf{L} \) is the antiferromagnetic vector [8,10]. For the spin structure described above, \( \mathbf{m} \) is perpendicular to both the [111] and \( \mathbf{\tau} \) vectors. The magnitude of \( \mathbf{m} \) is proportional to the projection of \( \mathbf{L} \) on the \( \mathbf{\tau} \) direction. In the pure G-type state, this leads to a uniform FM magnetization, with a theoretically predicted magnitude in the 0.02–0.1 μB/Fe range (μB is Bohr magneton) [10,11]. A linear ME effect is also predicted in this state [8,10,11]. Motivated by these predictions, significant efforts have been devoted to the search of the FM moment in G-type BFO thin films [2]. To date, the results are inconclusive, with some groups reporting moments as large as 1 μB/Fe [12], while others conclude that any possible intrinsic magnetization is 2 orders of magnitude smaller, or even undetectable [13,14]. Clearly, resolution of this controversy is important for further work on ferromagnetic ferroelectrics.

In bulk BFO, the cycloidal modulation converts the uniform FM into a spin density wave (SDW) of the same wavelength ~620 Å, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This state exhibits neither a bulk spontaneous magnetization nor a linear ME effect [8]. However, its characterization is clearly of vital importance for the estimation of the possible intrinsic FM moment in films, as well as for the understanding of many of the intriguing properties of the bulk material. The spin tilts producing the predicted SDW are coupled ferromagnetically in the directions normal to \( \mathbf{\tau} \). Therefore, they should produce magnetic Bragg reflections at scattering vectors \( \mathbf{q} = 0 \pm \mathbf{\tau} \). Because the cycloidal modulation is superimposed on the G-type antiferromagnetic structure in which the nearest-neighbor spins are antialigned, its magnetic reflections are shifted...
from this $\mathbf{q}$ by $[0.5,0.5,0.5]$ and do not overlap with the SDW signal. Here we use small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) to probe this region in bulk single crystals, and explore the nature of the predicted SDW with neutron polarization analysis.

A $1 \times 1 \times 3$ mm$^3$ BiFeO$_3$ single crystal was grown using the flux method [5]. The high quality of the sample was confirmed by neutron diffraction and bulk magnetization measurements [15]. The unique [111] axis was determined, and the FE monodomain sample composition confirmed, using the BT-9 diffractometer at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). SANS measurements were performed at room temperature on the NG3-SANS instrument at the NCNR, using both polarized and unpolarized neutrons of mean wavelength $\lambda = 7.5$ Å. Incident neutrons were polarized using a Fe/Si transmission polarizer and the final neutron spin state was analyzed using a cell of nuclear-spin-polarized $^3$He [16]. Magnetic guiding fields were used to maintain the neutron polarization $\mathbf{P}$ along the path between polarizer and analyzer. We employ two setups with $\mathbf{P}$ at the point of scattering either parallel or perpendicular to the beam using correspondingly directed fields of 3.5 and 1 mT, respectively, at the sample position. The measured intensity was normalized to the known neutron flux and sample volume to obtain absolute units. In this work, error bars are from counting statistics, and represent 1 standard deviation.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the scattering observed with the incident beam roughly parallel to [111]. Six Bragg spots in the directions coinciding with $\pm \mathbf{\tau}$ (as determined on BT-9) are plainly visible. The figures are constructed by summing the detector images measured by rocking each of the six spots through the Bragg condition along the shortest path through the Ewald sphere. The rocking angle is referred to as $\beta$ below. The periodicity of the structure giving rise to the spots is $624 \pm 3$ Å, as extracted from the $|\mathbf{q}|$ dependence of the azimuthally averaged intensity shown in Fig. 2(a). It matches the periodicity of the
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magnetic cycloid. The six Bragg spots are consistent with the anticipated SDW signal, provided that all three magnetic domains are present giving $\pm \tau_i$, $i = 1-3$. The domain populations obtained from the integrated intensities of the peaks are 39%, 27%, and 34% (all $\pm 1\%$), in agreement with the cycloidal domain populations obtained using wide-angle diffraction in the vicinity of the $G$-type [0.5,0.5,0.5] position.

To establish the origin of the scattering at $\tau_i$, longitudinal polarization analysis was carried out. For an ensemble of atoms at positions $r_j$, with atomic scattering length $b_j$ and magnetic moment $S_j$, the scattered intensities are [17]

$$I_{\pm \tau_i} \propto \sum_{jl} e^{-i\mathbf{q} \cdot (\mathbf{r}_j - \mathbf{r}_l)} [b_j b_l^* + Z_j Z_l \pm (Z_j b_l^* + b_j Z_l)],$$

and

$$I_{\pm \tau_i} \propto \sum_{jl} e^{-i\mathbf{q} \cdot (\mathbf{r}_j - \mathbf{r}_l)} [X_j X_l^* + Y_j Y_l^* \mp i\mathbf{z} \cdot (T_j \wedge T_l)].$$

decribing non-spin-flip (NSF) and spin-flip (SF) scattering, respectively. Neutrons probe only the components of $\mathbf{S}$ that are perpendicular to the scattering vector $\mathbf{q}$; this is

FIG. 2 (color online). Details of the $\pm \tau_i$ diffraction spots [left and right spots in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)], using neutrons polarized with $\mathbf{P} \parallel$ beam. Corrections for the polarizing efficiency of the instrument have been included. (a) $|\mathbf{q}|$ dependence of azimuthally averaged intensity through both left and right spots at the peaks of their rocking curves. The solid line depicts a Gaussian fit. (b) and (c): Rocking curves for both left and right spots in the peaks of their rocking curves. The solid line depicts a Gaussian thally averaged intensity through both left and right spots at the [0.5,0.5,0.5] position.

FIG. 3 (color online). Data for neutrons polarized with $\mathbf{P} \perp$ beam, in the vertical direction on the detector. (a) Schematic in detector plane illustrating the relationship between $\mathbf{P}$, $\tau$, and the components $(X, Y, Z)$ of the vector $\mathbf{T}$ associated with the magnetic modulation. (b) Dependence on the angle $\alpha$ between $\tau$ and $\mathbf{P}$ of the polarized neutron intensities for all Bragg spots $\pm \tau_i$, each integrated over its rocking curve and normalized by its relative domain population. Both the SF and NSF channels are shown. The lines are fits described in the text.
The peak width in the radial direction (parallel to $\mathbf{r}$) is strongly coupled to $l$ and given by $a/\sqrt{1 + (aql)^2}$, where $a = 0.095^\circ$ is the angular spread of the beam. The close agreement of this notional value with the observed width is shown in Fig. 2(a). In the azimuthal direction, the intrinsic width of the Bragg spots is $11 \pm 2^\circ$. This might result from a $\sim 10^\circ$ spread in the direction of the cycloid modulation wave vector in the (111) plane, as proposed in Ref. [3]. Alternatively, this could indicate a $\sim 0.1 \mu m$ correlation length in the direction normal to the plane of the cycloid.

To make a quantitative estimate of the spin components, we use a setup with $P \perp$ beam, in which Bragg peaks are present in both SF and NSF data. In this geometry, the amplitude of the SDW, and $\gamma$ is the angle between $\mathbf{r}$ and $\mathbf{P}$, see Fig. 3(a). The terms $X_jX_j$, $Y_jY_j$, and $Z_jZ_j$ in Eqs. (1) and (2) are accordingly proportional to $\mu^2 \cos^2 \alpha$, $\nu^2$, and $\mu^2 \sin^2 \alpha$, respectively. In Fig. 3(b), the intensity integrated over the rocking curve of each Bragg spot $\mathbf{r}$, is plotted versus $\gamma$, after normalizing for the relative domain populations. Curves of the form $A \sin^2 \alpha + B \cos^2 \alpha$, where $A \propto \mu^2$ and $B \propto \nu^2$, are fitted to the NSF and SF data, respectively. In agreement with the $P \parallel$ beam data of Fig. 2, we obtain $\nu = 0$ within experimental accuracy ($B$ is less than 2% of $A$). In absolute units, the data of Fig. 3(b) give $I = 0.0050 \pm 0.0003 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ for the integrated intensity of the magnetic Bragg peak. This intensity is equal to

$$I = \frac{\lambda^2}{\sin 2\theta_B} \left( \frac{g S_{\text{max}}}{V} \right) ^2 |F_A(\mathbf{r})|^2 |F_S(\mathbf{r})|^2,$$

where $\gamma r_0/2 = 2.7 \times 10^{-13} \, \text{cm/} \mu_B$, $\theta_B$ is the scattering angle, $g = 2$ for spin-only scattering from Fe$^{3+}$ ions whose normalized magnetic form factor $F_A \approx 1$ at low $q$, $S_{\text{max}}$ is the amplitude of the SDW, and $F_S = 0.5$ is the normalized form factor of the sinusoidal SDW. The thermal factor is not included since it is negligible at small scattering angles. This equation gives $S_{\text{max}} = 0.09 \pm 0.01 \mu_B/\text{Fe}$, corresponding to $S = 0.06 \mu_B/\text{Fe}$ root mean square value. The value of the ordered moment in BFO is $\sim 4 \mu_B$, and therefore these values correspond to $\sim 1^\circ$ canting of the Fe spins out of the plane of the cycloid.

Our measurements provide unambiguous evidence for the spin component normal to the plane of the cycloid. Since magnetic Bragg reflections are observed in the small-angle regime near $q = 0$, this salient component must be ferromagnetically coupled in all directions. In the direction of the cycloid propagation vector $\mathbf{r}$, the local ferromagnetism is modulated by the cycloidal periodicity and limited to $\sim 300 \text{ Å}$. In the other directions, the ferromagnetism extends, seemingly without bound, to macroscopic scales: at least 0.1 $\mu m$ along the magnetization direction, and microns along [111]. Our neutron scattering measurements are not sensitive to the spin component parallel to $\mathbf{r}$, but from symmetry analyses [8,10], no ferromagnetically coupled spin components are expected in this direction. Thus, our experiments provide strong evidence for the theoretically predicted [8,10] SDW shown in Fig. 1(a), as well as for the associated local weak ferromagnetism in BFO.

Our results show that intrinsic weak ferromagnetism is possible in BFO films with suppressed spin cycloid, and provide a numerical estimate of the magnitude of the possible moment. BFO clearly holds promise for applications as a room-temperature ferromagnetic ferroelectric with coupled order parameters. Importantly, the observed magnetic moment is in the upper range of the theoretical predictions [10,11]. Our results should provide an invaluable numerical input for realistic theoretical calculations of BFO’s properties. In particular, the parameters characterizing the spin canting are crucial for understanding the dynamics of BFO, including the magnetic and hybrid excitations (electromagnons) [19–21]. The associated dynamic magnetoelectric effects, such as giant changes of the magnon spectra in an electric field [22], are of high current interest. It was proposed [19] that some of these effects could be used for electrical control of magnon propagation and for construction of spin-wave logical gates, emphasizing the importance of the interactions studied in this Letter.

In conclusion, we report the observation of spin canting giving rise to local ferromagnetism in bulk BiFeO$_3$, confirming a long-standing theoretical prediction. The canting produces a spin density wave with the amplitude of 0.09 $\mu_B$ and spin direction normal to the plane of the magnetic cycloid. These results confirm the possibility of intrinsic ferromagnetism in strained BFO, and provide numerical input necessary for understanding the giant magnetoelectric effects in this multiferroic material.
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